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Season 2, Episode 8
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Rock The Boat



Once again, Simone’s world has been rocked, leaving her no choice but to stand up for herself with her support system fighting right by her side. Damon is at a personal low, but things get worse when a salacious rumor circulates about him and the baseball team. Keisha’s dance trajectory hits a major roadblock leaving everyone to rally around her. JR reflects on his friendship when Cam shows interest in KEK. Meanwhile, Amara struggles with trying to balance being president and being an aunt.
Quest roles:
Derek Rivera(Santiago Reyes), Sabrina Revelle(Coach Elaine Loni), Shelli Boone(Tina Hicks), Martin Bobb-Semple(Orlando 'Lando' Johnson), Diahnna Nicole Baxter(Dr. Pace), Reggie Bush(Reggie Bush), Jason Graham(Fred Taylor), Annette Johnson(Ms. Sandra Hoffman), Brandon Mitchell(DJ), Dan Sachoff(Reporter), Natalie D. Woodard(Ms. Tyra Maxwell), Taylor Polidore(Tootie), Blake Brewer(Nico Logan), Tanai Cannady(Party Goer), Rodney Damon Collins(Mr. Tyson Pearce), Chelsea Edwards(Reporter), Aric Hendrix(Reporter), Jabbar Lewis(Julian), Lauren Mayo(Ms. Sarah Hubbard)


Writer:
unknown


Director:
unknown


Release date:
23 January 2023, 00:00
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